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ABSTRACT

Despite brushing and/or flossing their teeth twice daily, many people are still susceptible to dental cavities and tooth decay. This research investigates the genetic and cardiovascular health behind this phenomenon. Two gene variants related to taste pathways, taste 1 receptor member 2 (*TAS1R2*) and taste 2 receptor member 38 (*TAS2R38*), were tested on the DNA of 20 students at Northern State University (10 males and 10 females). In concert with genetic screening, tooth impressions were taken of the participants’ upper and lower jaws along with salivary pH, heart rates, and blood pressures. Participants’ cavities and fillings were counted and their gums examined for inflammation. Results showed that seven out of 10 males and two out of 10 females had the gene variant (*TAS1R2*). Students with this gene variant had an average salivary pH of 5.22—significantly lower than the salivary pH for the other non-carrier students (p < 0.05). These students also had smaller-sized tooth enamel, with none showing a size greater than one millimeter (x̄ = 0.84 millimeters). Students not expressing the gene variant had fewer cavities than those expressing the *TAS1R2* gene variant (i.e., one of the regions amplified). Four of the males and both of the females that carried the gene variant also showed signs of swollen gums, possibly contributing to heart disease in the future. Blood pressures and heart rates for the carriers were statistically significant (p < 0.05), showing higher pressures and faster rates compared to non-carriers; meanwhile, all of the non-carriers had normal pressures and rates. Further, body mass index was lower among individuals without the gene variant. The results this limited study indicate that the *TAS1R2* gene variant may play a role in cavity development and impact (or indicate poor) cardiovascular health, highlighting the importance of understanding the role of gene variants with regard to risk of tooth decay and gum and heart disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Many people are still susceptible to dental cavities and tooth decay despite brushing and/or flossing their teeth twice daily. While dentists advise all people to brush their teeth and floss every day, this will not stop cavities from forming on their teeth; rather, it will just make it less likely to occur. Gene variants play a major role in the formation of dental caries. For example, a taste pathway gene variant can diminish oral and/or cardiovascular health.\(^1\) Furthermore, sweet taste preferences, also linked to taste pathway gene variants, can lead to higher chances of forming oral cavities. Preferring sweet-tasting food is closely linked to lower salivary pH. Food rich in sugar causes both an increase in oral bacteria that feed on the sweet food debris in the human mouth and a decrease in salivary pH.\(^3\) Oral bacteria living in the human mouth favor the food debris that remains on the person’s teeth and gums. Once the bacteria starts feeding on this debris, its product is acidic, thereby lowering salivary pH due to the process of sucrose fermentation.\(^4\)

Past studies examined the effects of four taste pathway gene variants associated with tooth decay and cavities. Wendell et al. (2010) researched the human taste receptor gene variants and showed that there were “statistically significant associations in taste pathway gene variants for caries risk.”\(^9\) They were able to find two genotypes that make the individual’s diet rich in sugar and sweets – taste 2 receptor member 38, *TAS2R38* (7q34, 607751) and taste 1 receptor member 2, *TAS1R2* (1p36.13, 606226).\(^1\) The genotypes transfer a signal to the brain notifying it of the sweetness of the food, and this leads the brain to favor sweet-flavored food. Hollá (2015) had a similar finding, determining that specific taste pathway gene variants lead an individual to prefer a diet rich in sugar.\(^2\) Each one of these gene variants causes the person to prefer sweet-tasting foods and can lead to higher chances of forming oral cavities.

Preferring sweet-tasting food is closely linked to lower salivary pH. Food rich in sugar causes both an increase in oral bacteria that feed on the sweet food debris in the human mouth and a decrease in salivary pH.\(^3\) Oral bacteria living in the human mouth favor the food debris that remains on the person’s teeth and gums. Once the bacteria starts feeding on this debris, its product is acidic, thereby lowering salivary pH due to the process of sucrose fermentation.\(^4\)
Acidic saliva caused by oral bacteria feeding on the debris of sweet food alters tooth enamel depth. Tooth enamel, the hard outer covering of the tooth, is mainly composed of minerals such as hydroxyapatite, an acid-soluble compound. Acidic saliva dissolves tooth enamel, and thinner enamel is associated with a higher risk of developing tooth caries. The acidic saliva in the mouth combines with the oral bacteria and food debris, forming a plaque that clings to the teeth. Further, thinner enamel with the presence of plaque causes caries that eventually lead to tooth decay.

Dental caries are more prevalent in people carrying one of the aforementioned taste pathway gene variants because they are prone to the formation of plaque. Dental plaque remaining on teeth for more than three months hardens and cannot be removed by brushing, instead requiring scaling or planing. Rostami et al. (2017) concluded that, because of their propensity to develop/retain plaque, people expressing taste pathway gene variants should visit the dentist more than two times per year to prevent dental caries.

Oral plaque causes three major damages: it reduces the size of the tooth enamel, induces the formation of dental caries, and instigates gingiva inflammation. Dental plaque contains bacteria that produce toxins, like butyrate and propionate, which can cause gum tissue to swell and bleed, or induce symptoms of gingivitis and periodontal disease. Additionally, there seems to be a link between the human immune system and the swollen gums. Once toxins from plaque contact the gums, the toxins can enter the bloodstream. Once the toxins are detected, the immune system sends phagocytes to ingest them, causing gums to swell and bleed.

Unfortunately, swollen gums are often a symptom of gum disease. Gum disease not only negatively affects oral health, but it may also disturb cardiovascular health. Once gum tissue is penetrated, bacteria can enter the bloodstream, circulate through the body into the heart, and accumulate in the carotid arteries, elevating blood pressure and heart rate and leading to heart diseases and stroke later on.

The aforementioned research examines many aspects of dental health (i.e., taste gene variants in relation to tooth decay/plaque build-up, plaque build-up and gum health/immune system response, and oral health in relation to cardiovascular health); however, while all researched topics reported correlations, none sought to link all components together. Our research reported herein builds on existing data while gaining additional insight on correlations and relationships among taste pathway gene variants and physiological conditions in certain age groups. More specifically, our study examines the acidity of the saliva on teeth, screening for variants in two taste pathway gene variants, TAS1R2 and TAS2R38, to identify specific physiological limitations caused by these variants in male and female individuals ranging in age 18-23. Further, we seek to examine the link (if any) between tooth enamel depth and cavities as well as tooth decay, gum disease, and heart disease.

**METHODS AND PROCEDURES**

**Subjects**
Ten females and ten males (18 to 23 years old) of seemingly good health based on hair shininess, skin appearance, and weight, were asked to participate in this study. The Institutional Review Board of Northern State University approved our research on October 10, 2016 (IRB Protocol #: 2016-09-28A) to examine a variety of physical attributes on human subjects. Participants voluntarily signed and submitted an informed consent stating the description of the research project, its risks and benefits, the time involvement, participants’ rights, and the contact information of the research supervisors.

**Determining Gene Variants of Taste Pathway Genes**
Genomic DNA was isolated from at least 1 mL of saliva collected from each participant following protocol from previous research, albeit using AB lyses buffer (1 M Tris [pH 8.0], 5 M NaCl, 0.5 M EDTA [pH 8.0], 10% SDS) as a substitute for the procedural lyses buffer. Confirmation of DNA was conducted on a 1.0% agarose 1X TBE gel using EtBr (Carolina®) as a nucleic acid stain in each sample and a water blank to test for contamination of products. Taste 2 receptor member 38, TAS2R38 (7q34, 607751), and taste 1 receptor member 2, TAS1R2 (1p36.13, 606226), two known taste pathway gene variants, were selected for further analyses to identify amplifiable variants of these genes. Using Primer3 from IDT SciTools (http://www.idtdna.com/SciTools/SciTools.aspx) we designed four primer pairs targeting gene variant regions of TAS1R2 and TAS2R38 taste pathway genes, then estimated annealing temperatures and levels of self-priming. IDT SciTools uses a suite of tools to adequately characterize sequences and customize primers. Four primer sets were developed and compared to target sequences using BLAST (reference) for specificity to detect a specific gene variant of two separate genes associated with taste perception (Table 1).

**DNA Amplification**
PCR was performed with 15 μL reactions containing 50 ng genomic DNA, 10 μM of each primer (forward and reverse, Table 1), 400 μM of each dNTP (dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and dTTP), 0.50 units of Taq polymerase in buffer (Promega), and 3 mM of MgCl2.
PCR started with initial denaturing at 94 °C for 4 minutes followed by 30 cycles of 94 °C for 1 minute, annealing at 53 °C for 1 minute, and extension at 72 °C for 1 minute. Confirmation of PCR amplification was conducted by running a sample on a 1.5% agarose 1X TBE gel using EtBr (Carolina®) as a nucleic acid stain in each sample and a water blank to test for contamination of products in every PCR run. Even though real-time quantitative PCR could have quantified the gene variant expression, whether homozygous or heterozygous, presence of the gene variants was determined and compared to a negative control then quantified with an Invitrogen® Low DNA Mass ladder.

Health Screening

Several physiological attributes were tested to determine dental and cardiovascular health of participants in concert with genetic data. Salivary pH was measured with pH test strips. With an ultraviolet light, we examined the mouth of each participant for cavities, fillings and swollen gums. Finally, in order to measure the teeth enamel depth, we made tooth impressions of the upper and lower jaws using alginate and dental trays. Plaster was used to make the cast of the dental impressions and a Vernier® Caliper ruler was used to measure the width of the central incisors of each participant. Blood pressure and heart rates were measured twice a day (once in the morning before eating and once in the afternoon). Two readings of both heart rates and blood pressures were taken from each participant in order to get accurate results. Height and weight were also collected to determine the body mass index (BMI) of each participant.

Data Analyses

Data were analyzed using JMP® software (SAS Institute Inc.) to conduct comparisons via analysis of variance (ANOVA), where P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

Gene Variants of Taste Pathway Genes

Four primer sets were created for the purposes of this research (Table 1). The differences between these TAS gene variants were the product length and the variety of exons. For example, TAS2R38 had few but large exons while TAS1R2 had many but small exons. The T-A5TR2.F1 and T-A5TR2.R1 set had successful amplification, amplifying a gene variant of taste receptor 1 member 2 (TAS1R2, 1p36.13, 606226). This particular gene variant was found in seven out of 10 male participants and two out of 10 female participants. This gene variant was measured/quantified using low DNA mass ladder, and used hereafter for identifying physiology traits in relation to dental traits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCI</th>
<th>PRIMER SEQUENCES (5’-3’)</th>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>PRODUCT LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAS2R38.F1</td>
<td>F: AGG CCC ACA TTA AAG CCC TC</td>
<td>Start: 803 Stop: 822</td>
<td>204 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS2R38.R1</td>
<td>R: CAG CTC TCC TCA ACT TGG CA</td>
<td>Start: 1006 Stop: 987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS2R38.R2</td>
<td>F: GCA TCC GCA CTG TGT CCT AT</td>
<td>Start: 101 Stop: 120</td>
<td>355 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS2R38.R2</td>
<td>R: AAA CGG ATG AGC TTG GAG CA</td>
<td>Start: 455 Stop: 436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS1R2.F1</td>
<td>GGC TGT GAC AAA AGC ACC TG</td>
<td>Start: 1211 Stop: 1230</td>
<td>750 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS1R2.R1</td>
<td>GAA AGA ACG CAC GGC GAT AC</td>
<td>Start: 1960 Stop: 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS1R2.R2</td>
<td>CAG ATC ACC TAC AGC GCC AT</td>
<td>Start: 482 Stop: 501</td>
<td>824 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS1R2.R2</td>
<td>TGG TCC AGG AGA GTG AA</td>
<td>Start: 1305 Stop: 1286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A specification table of the four primer sets (F=Forward, R=Reverse) designed during this research to isolate and amplify gene variants related to dental caries affiliated with taste receptors 1 and 2. We showed successful amplification of taste receptor 1 member 2 with primers TAS1R2.F1 and TAS1R2.R1 (in bold).

Health Screening

The average salivary pH of the participants with the gene variant T-A5TR2 was 5.22 (SD ± 0.45), which is significantly lower than the average of the participants without the gene variant ($\mu$ = 6.72 [SD ± 0.46]; t = 7.4, df = 18, p < 0.05). Median values are similar, where salivary pH is slightly acidic in those with the gene variant and salivary pH is neutral in those without the gene variant (Figure 1). Six out of the seven males with the gene variant T-A5TR2 and both of the females with the gene variant had thin enamel (0.84 mm [SD ± 0.09]), while all of the individuals without the gene variant had an average thickness of 1.17 mm (SD ± 0.1), which is considered normal and healthy. Enamel thickness is significantly different between those with and without the gene variant (t = 7.3, df = 17, p < 0.05; Figure 1)
The seven male participants with the gene variant \( T\text{AS1R}2 \) had an average of 11.86 cavities (SD ± 7.14) with a median of 12, while the three males without the gene variant \( T\text{AS1R}2 \) had a median of four cavities. The two female participants with the gene variant had an average and median of 6.5 cavities; one female had seven cavities while the other had six. The eight females without the gene variant \( T\text{AS1R}2 \) had a median of three cavities. There is a significant difference in prevalence of cavities between individuals with the gene variant and those without the gene variant (\( t = -4.6, df = 10, p < 0.05; \text{Figure 2} \)).

Four out of the seven male participants with the gene variant \( T\text{AS1R}2 \) showed some gum swelling and were symptomatic for gum disease. Both female participants with the gene variant had swollen gums. None of the participants without the gene variant had a sign of gum disease or inflammation.

The seven males with the gene variant \( T\text{AS1R}2 \) had slightly high blood pressure levels (\( \bar{x} = 127.14/82.86, [SD ± 6.9] \)) and heart rates (\( \bar{x} = 87, [SD ± 6.1], \bar{x} = 77 \)). Both females with the gene variant had slightly high blood pressure levels (\( \bar{x} = 125/90, [SD ± 6.5] \)) and heart rates (\( \bar{x} = 86, [SD ± 6.01], \bar{x} = 86 \)). In all instances, participants without the gene variant showed normal blood pressure levels (\( \bar{x} = 115.45/72.72, [SD ± 6.86] \)) and heart rates (\( \bar{x} = 62.90, [SD ± 6.11], \bar{x} = 62, [females], \bar{x} = 60, [males] \)). Heart rates (\( t = -6.1, df = 13, p < 0.05, \text{Figure 3} \)) and blood pressure levels (\( t = -3.5, df = 14, p < 0.05 \)) were significantly different between those with and without the gene variant.
BMI values ranged from 16.5 to 24 in males and females. Males and females with the gene variant \( T_A S1R2 \) had a slightly higher BMI (females, \( \bar{x} = 24 \) [SD ± 1], \( \bar{x} = 24 \); males, \( \bar{x} = 24.88 \) [SD ± 1.9], \( \bar{x} = 25.2 \)) than those without the gene variant. Male and female participants without the gene variant showed normal BMI (females, \( \bar{x} = 17 \) [SD ± 0.6], \( \bar{x} = 17 \); males, \( \bar{x} = 18.77 \) [SD ± 1.6], \( \bar{x} = 18.3 \)). BMI was significantly different between those with and without the gene variant, where individuals without the variant showed lower BMI (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Here, we provide evidence for an association between a specific gene variant, \( T_A S1R2 \), and state of dental and cardiovascular health. Our data suggest that the presence of certain alleles for taste pathway genes, most notably the \( T_A S1R2 \) gene variant, has an effect on dental and cardiovascular health. All participants at Northern State University presenting the \( T_A S1R2 \) gene variant had poor dental health (i.e., low salivary pH and high numbers of dental caries) and subpar cardiovascular health (i.e., high blood pressure and heart rate) compared to individuals without the presentation of \( T_A S1R2 \). Further, BMI was slightly higher in individuals with the \( T_A S1R2 \) gene variant.

Specific single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of \( T_A S1R2 \) have been linked with a susceptibility of developing dental caries.\(^2\) Specifically, the Val allele of rs35874116 (Ile191Val) was linked to overall dental development of dental caries. A study conducted on a specific population in West Mexico found that the Val191Val polymorphism in \( T_A S1R2 \) is linked to high carbohydrate intake and dyslipidemia.\(^{16} \) Ramos-Lopez et al. (2016) hypothesized that “the Ile191Val polymorphism resides in the predicted first large extracellular domain of the \( T_A S1R2 \) receptor, which hypothetically contains the ligand-binding site for carbohydrates and dipeptide sweeteners.”\(^{16} \) Additionally, compared with both Ile/Ile and Ile/Val polymorphisms, Val/Val conferred a significantly higher prevalence of hypertriglyceridemia—a disorder, which is associated with atherosclerosis and may predispose a patient to developing heart disease.\(^{16} \) This finding, paired with those stating this same polymorphism is linked to high carbohydrate intake, correlates with the findings of this study. Carriers of the \( T_A S1R2 \) gene variant have lower salivary pH, thinner enamel, more cavities, and higher blood pressure and heart rate (all with statistical significance).
The presence of the TAS1R2 gene variant seems to initiate a cascade of events that can lead to tooth decay. This genotype facilitates the transfer of a signal to the brain indicating that the consumed food is very sweet. Based on the results of the present study involving salivary pH, it is likely that the signal increases the brain’s affinity for that particular sweetness of food, making future consumption of sweet food more likely. To our knowledge, this is the first study to study and identify a statistically significant link between the TAS1R2 variant and salivary pH, potentially highlighting how this gene variant initiates this cascade that leads to tooth decay. Salivary pH lowers when sweet food is consumed due to bacteria feeding on the debris of the sweet food; therefore, a significantly lower salivary pH in the present study indicates higher consumption of sweet food. Acidic saliva eats away at the enamel, and, not surprisingly, the carriers of the TAS1R2 gene variant had significantly thinner enamels. Moreover, as chronic consumption of sweet food occurs, cavity development becomes more likely, as evidenced by the significantly higher number of cavities in those with the gene variant of TAS1R2 versus those without. This is in part due to the thinner enamel from the lower salivary pH, as thinner enamel has been connected with a higher risk of developing cavities. Ultimately, this could lead to gum disease or periodontitis, as both females and four out of the seven males with the gene variant show signs of one or both of these oral issues. Overall, a simple inherent affinity for sweet-flavored foods due to the TAS1R2 gene variant can lead to a cascade of events eventually ending in gum disease; the lower salivary pH subsequently leads to thinner enamel and more cavities.

This cascade can continue on to affect cardiovascular health. A strong relationship has been previously shown to exist between periodontitis and atherosclerotic vascular disease (ASVD), with patients with cardiovascular diseases having a higher percentage of caries, tooth loss, and orofacial pain. Heart rates and blood pressures collected during the present study demonstrated a close relationship between caries and elevated blood pressures and heart rates, with students presenting symptoms of gum disease having higher heart rates and blood pressures than participants with healthy gums ($p < 0.05$). This finding is likely due to the heavier prevalence of gum inflammation and evidence of future gum disease found at significantly higher levels in individuals with the gene variant. Once the gum tissue is penetrated, bacteria can easily enter the bloodstream and eventually lead to the accumulation of plaque in the lumen of the carotid arteries. This then causes the elevation in the patient’s heart rate and blood pressure level—an elevation that could lead to ASVD and provoke a stroke later on. Eventually, the presence of the TAS1R2 gene variant creates an oral environment with a lower salivary pH due to an increased consumption of sweet food, after which a cascade of physiological events (due to lower salivary pH) can lead to cardiovascular issues. The significantly higher heart rates and blood pressure levels found in those with versus without the gene variant confirm this relationship.

BMI plays a role in cardiovascular health. Research has shown that as BMI increases the risk of cardiovascular disease increases in both adults and children. Our research links dental health and the presence of the gene variant to cardiovascular health. Thus, the presence of the TAS1R2 gene variant may increase the chances of poor dental health and cardiovascular disease.

Regions attempted for amplification of TAS2R38 contain a large continuous exon, while TAS1R2 is comprised of many smaller exons. Successful amplification of TAS1R2 captured multiple exons with only one of the two primer sets. It is likely that the second set of primers did not amplify the TAS1R2 because the primers targeted a larger exon region with minimal variation much like the primer sets for TAS1R38. We suggest targeting regions with more variation in exon length. Also, we amplified each DNA sample at least twice to ensure accuracy of identifying mutant versus wild-type (or presence versus absence) of the TAS1R2 gene variant.

Despite our study’s statistically significant results, it had some limitations. The small sample size of 20 students was the major limitation of this study. In addition, the age demographic of college student participants was skewed to represent a younger population. Also, our study had some technical challenges as a limitation that could have interfered with the validity of our results. College students tend to have poorer oral health due to their diet and their failure to maintain good oral hygiene habits. In addition, tobacco use and caffeine intake were not assessed in this study. Another technical challenge could have been the blood pressures that were taken. The high blood pressures could have resulted from different factors not related to the gene variants such as caffeine consumption, physical exercise, medications, or from the White Coat Syndrome. Finally, teeth impressions, caries counting, and enamel measuring were not performed by a professional dental specialist. Therefore, the number of cavities and the enamel sizes could have been somewhat skewed. In future studies, a dentist could be employed to perform a professional dental exam.

CONCLUSION

To our knowledge, no studies have been conducted to date on whether a connection exists between TAS1R2 and cardiovascular health. The present study offers preliminary data, albeit on a small sample, on the potential link between the TAS1R2 variant and signs of future heart disease. Further, our findings seem to support previous findings where females have a lower prevalence of periodontitis than males, which may suggest a link between gene variant expression, sex, and cardiovascular
health. Perhaps future research could target the potential mechanisms behind the difference in rates of periodontitis between the sexes further to determine if this is primarily due to genetic reasons, e.g., TAS1R2 variant, or some other external factors.

In the future, this research could lead to further experiments on the taste pathway gene variants that are specifically associated with dental caries, gum disease, and heart disease. Variants of TAS1R2 could be genotyped and used to characterize large datasets according to expected and observed values as it relates to Hardy-Weinberg probabilities. As mentioned earlier, this research highlights the relevance of future studies on TAS1R2 and cardiovascular disease. In addition, genetic screenings for TAS1R2 gene variants could be conducted to assist with preventative dental measures and give indication of pre-existing health conditions (cavities, gum disease, and heart disease). Rostami et al. (2017) stated that people presenting the gene variant have to visit the dental office more often than non-expressers in order to eliminate the plaque on their teeth that leads to the formation of cavities. Screening kits could be assembled and sold to dental clinics, or a screening service could be provided to dental clinics, dentists, dental hygienists, and dental labs. These screenings could help practitioners and insurance companies identify patients that are more prone to cavities, gum disease, and heart disease, and help create more preventative, proactive dental plans for these individuals.
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**PRESS SUMMARY**

Despite brushing and/or flossing their teeth twice daily, many people are still susceptible to dental caries and tooth decay. This research investigated the genetics behind this phenomenon. Two gene variants were tested, taste 1 receptor member 2 (*TAS1R2*) and taste 2 receptor member 38 (*TAS2R38*). One gene variant, *TAS1R2*, may show a link between its presence and dental and cardiovascular health. Though we only sampled 20 individuals (10 males and 10 females), our results indicate that the *TAS1R2* gene variant may play a role in cavity development and cardiovascular health.